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Abstract. The powerspectra$ of linear transectsof Earth's topographyis often
observedto be a power law function of wave number k with exponent closeto

-2: S(k) ock-2. In addition,rivernetworks
are fractaltreesthat satisfyseveral
powerlaw relationshipsbetweentheir morphologiccomponents.A modelequation
for the evolution of Earth's topographyby transport-limited erosionalprocesses
whichproducesfractal tepographyand fractal river networksis presented,and its
solutionsare comparedin detail to real topography.The model is the diffusion
equationfor sedimenttransport on hillslopesand channelswith the diffusivity
constanton hillslopesand proportional to the three-halvespower of dischargein
channels.The dependenceof diffusivityon dischargeis consistentwith sediment
ratingcurves.We studythe modelin twoways.In the first analysisthe diffusivityis
parameterizedasa functionof elevation,and a Taylorexpansionprocedureis carried
out to obtain a differentialequationfor the landformelevationwhich includesthe
spatiallyvariablediffusivityto first order in the elevation. The solutionto this
equationis a self-affineor fractal surfacewith linear transectsthat have power

spectra$(k) ock-•'s, independent
of the ageof the topography,
consistent
with
observations
of real topography.The hypsometryproducedby the modelequationis
skewedsuchthat lowlandsmakeup a largerfractionof the total area than highlands
as observedin real topography.In the secondanalysiswe includeriver networks
explicitly in a numericalsimulationby calculatingthe dischargeat every point.
We characterizethe morphologyof real river basinswith five independentscaling
relationsbetweensix morphometricvariables.Scalingexponentsare calculatedfor
sevenriver networksfrom a variety of tectonic environmentsusing high-quality
digitalelevationmodels.River networksformedin the modelmatchthe observed
scalinglaws and satisfy Tokunagaside-branchingstatistics.

transect. The powerspectraS of linear transectsof topographyhave a power law dependenceon wave numA remarkable feature of Earth's surface is its scale ber with an exponentcloseto -2 over a wide range of
invariance.Objectssuchas a hammeror a personof- scales:
S(k) ock-2 [VeningMeinesz,1951;Mandelbrot,
ten need to be included in landscapephotographsbe- 1975;Saylesand Thomas,1978;Newmanand Turcotte,
cause features such as variations in height of a topo- 1990]. Cullingand Datko[1987]haveobtainedequivgraphicprofilehaveno characteristic
scale.Similarly,a alent results with the rescaled-rangetechnique. Matscaleon a map is oftennecessary
to determinewhether sushitaand Ouchi[1989]havecomputedthe Hausdorff
the map detailsfeaturesat the scaleof I km or hun- measureHa defined by the relationshipbetween the
dredsof kilometers. The scaleinvarianceof topography standard deviation and the length L of the transect,
transects.They
can be quantifiedwith techniquesof time seriesanal- a c• LHa/2, for severaltopographic

1. Introduction

ysis. Variationsin the heightof a topographic
profile obtained Ha • 0.55 which implies a power spectral excan be characterizedwith the probability density func- ponent of fl = -2.1 from the relation fl = 2Ha + 1
1992].Ahnert[19s4]obtaineda similar
tion and the power spectral density or power spectrum. [e.g.,Turcotte,
The power spectrumis proportionalto the squareof value. Turcotte[1987]and Balmino[1993]havecomputed the power spectrumfrom a sphericalharmonic
representationof Earth's topographyand bathymetry.

the coefficientsin a Fourier seriesrepresentation of the
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Theyobserved
a powerspectrum
S(k) crk-2 at scales
i
10,000 km and an approximately constantspectrum at

larger scales.Similar scaleinvariancehas beenidentified in Earth's bathymetry[Bell, 1975],the topography
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of natural rock surfaces[Brownand $cholz,1985],and and Turcotte[1993],and Stark [1994]havepresented
the topographyof Venus[Kucinskaset al., 1992]. The models based on diffusion-limitedaggregation(DLA)
observationof scale-invarianttopography on Venus in- and variantsof DLA. Masek and Turcotte[1993]indicatesthat fractal topography can be formed without troduced random walkers randomly into the landscape
erosion. A power law power spectrum is indicative of rather than at the boundaries(as in traditionalDLA)
scale invariance since the power law function has no to better model the effect of storms producing runoff
length scale. Turcotte[1992]has shownthat theseob- randomlyin spaceand time. Other approachesinclude
servationsdefine topography to be a self-affinefractal that of Newman and Turcotte[1990],who proposea
with a fractal dimensioncloseto 2.5. Synthetic topog- cascademodel similar to Kolmogorov'smodel of the
raphy which assumesrandom phasesin the Fourier co- turbulent cascade in which the variance at each scale
efficientscan be generatedwhichhas S(k) ock-2 as is dependent only on that scale and the next largest
observedin real topography. Images of synthetic to- one. Several studies have proposedcontinuum growth
pographywith $(k) ock-2 produced
with techniquesequations. $ornette and Zhang[1993]have advocated
describedby Voss[1988]and presentedby Mandelbrot a model equation known as the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang
[1983]resemblenatural topography.However,the lack (KPZ) equation, originally introducedin the physics
of any river networks in these images indicates that literature to model the growth of atomic surfacesby
[Kardaret al., 1986],as a modelfor the
the power spectrum is not a complete representation ion deposition
evolution
of
topography
by geomorphicprocesses.Newof Earth's topography[Weisselet al., 1994]. Gilbert

[1989]and EvansandMcClean[1995]havedocumented manand Turcotte[1990]and$ornetteandZhang[1993]
deviations from scale invariance in Earth's topography. have stressedthe necessityof nonlinear terms in order
Besidesthe power spectrum, the distribution or hyp- to producescale-invarianttopography.The KPZ equasometry of topography is an important statistical mea- tion is
sure. The topography of Earth's continentsis highly
skewedsuch that a much larger percentageof Earth's

Oh
+r/(x,
y't)
Ot= DV2h
+ •A(Vh)•.

(1)

topographyis lowlands(topographywith an elevation
below the median elevationfor a region)and there is a wherer/(x, y, t) is a Gaussianwhitenoise.The first term
positivecorrelationbetweenelevationand slope(i.e., as on the right-hand side representsthe classic Culling

[1960,1963]diffusionmodelof slopeerosion.Culling
creases).This is not predictedby a modelwith a Gaus- hypothesized that the horizontal flux of eroded matesian distributionsuchas a Brownianwalk [Weisselet rial was proportional to the slope. With conservation
al., 1994]. This discrepancy
betweenGaussianmodels of massthis yields the diffusionequation. Solutionsto
one drives up a mountain, the steepnessof the climb in-

of topography and observedtopography is consistent the diffusionequation have been successfullyapplied to
with the observationof Mandelbrot[1983],who found modeling the evolution of alluvial fans, incised chanthat when he transformed his Gaussian synthetic to- nels,progradingdeltas,and erodingfault scarps[Walpography with a cubic function, the topographylooked lace, 1977; Nash, 1980; Begin et al., 1981; Gill, 1983a,b;
more realistic.
Hanks et al., 1984; Hanks and Wallace, 1985; Kenyon
Many studies have attempted to model the evolu- and Turcotte,1985;PhillipsandSutherland,1986].The
tion of drainage networks. Recent papers have em- last term in (1) representsspatialvariationsin erosion
phasized their fractal properties. Some authors de- intensity produced by the intermittent nature of runoff
scribe discretized
models that follow the flow of disproduction and mass movements, spatial variations in
crete units of runoff down the steepest slope and erode the erodibility of the soil and rock of the landscape,and
the hillslope with an assumed dependenceof denuda- episodic tectonic uplift. The inclusion of a stochastic

tion on slope (and possiblyother factors) [Willgoose term

such as this is a universal

feature

of models consid-

et al., 1991; Chase, 1992; Kramer and Marder, 1992;
Leheny and Nagel, 1993; Inaoka and Takayasu, 1993;

ered in the physics literature which produce self-affine

have shown that •heir models produce drainage ne•works consistentwith the observedscalingbehavior of

is proportional to the local exposed landscape surface.

or fractal surfaces.$ornetteand Zhang[1993]havearHoward, 1994; Kooi and Beaumont, 1996]. Willgo- guedthat the nonlinearterm in (1) is essentialfor the
ose et al. [1991], Lehenyand Nagel [1993],Kramer formation of a scale-invariant surface. The nonlinear
and Marder [19921,and Inaoka and Takayasu[1993] term is equivalent to assuming that the erosion rate

$omfai and Sander[1997]havealsoemployedthe KPZ

real drainagenetworks. •hase [1992]has presenteda

equation and have produced landscapeswhich obey the
model that can produce fractal topography with frac- observedscaling between drainage area, main channel
ml dimensionsbroadly consistentwith observedvalues. length, and Strahler order with simulationsincorporatModels have also been proposedwhich do no• explicifiy ing only the nonlinear term in the the equation for the
model the landform topography but only •he growth local erosion rate of the surface. Smith and Bretherton

of the drainagenetwork. Stark [1991]has proposeda

[1972]presenteda generalized
modelof hillslopeevolu-

model basedon self-avoidingpercolationclusters. Kon-

tion which included the KPZ nonlinear term as a special

dohand Matsushita[1986],Meakin et al. [1991],Masek case. Giacomettiet al. [1995]haveproposeda contin-
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uum growth equation that includeshigher-order terms
not present in the KPZ equation.
It should be emphasizedthat a great variety of models, including most of those listed, obey Horton's laws.
Horton's laws state that stream number, averagestream
length, and average drainage area decreaseas a power
law with stream order defined by the Strahler ordering scheme. In this scheme, a stream with a chan-
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Culling's model, but now we will allow the diffusivity to be a function of discharge,consistentwith the
fact that large rivers carry more sedimentthan small
rivers. A diffusion model with a discharge-dependent
diffusivity is consistentwith the laboratory measure-

ments of aggradationand degradationin channelsby

Gill [1983a,1983b]and PhillipsandSutherland
[1986].

To determine the dependenceof the diffusivity on disnel head is defined as a first-order stream. When two
charge, we have calculated suspendedsedimentrating
like-order streams combine, they form a downstream curves for all of the stations in the U.S. Geological
segment one order higher than the order of the trib- Survey (USGS) National Stream Water-Quality Monutary streams. Since so many different models obey itoring Network [U.S. Geological
Survey,1996]with at
Horton's laws, agreementwith Horton's laws does not least 30 measurements of instantaneous sediment flux
appear to be sufficient to verify that a model is an and discharge. The relationship betweeninstantaneous
accurate representation of drainage network formation suspendedsediment dischargeand instantaneouswater
[Willgoose,
1994]. In fact, Kirchner[1993]hasargued dischargeis often observedto be a power-law function:
that Horton's laws are satisfiedby virtually all possible L - aQb, wherea andb are constants
[Leopold
et al.,

branchingnetworks. Costa-Cabraland Burges[1997] 1964]. The valuesof a and b definethe sedimentrathavereevaluatedthe hypothesisof Kirchner[1993]and ing curve for that location. The probability distribution
find that Horton's laws are not necessarilysatisfiedby function for the valuesof b from the U.S. GeologicalSurall possiblenetworks. Either way, Kirchner's work has
reminded

us that

similar

measures of river basin mor-

phology between model and real basinsmay not enable
us to validate our model unlessthe measuresare diag-

vey data is plotted in Figure 1. The distribution has a
mean value of 2.03, although there is considerablevariation with

a skewed distribution

about this mean value.

For our purposes, we will adopt the mean value of 2.0

nostic. Tokunaga[1984]and Peckham[1995]improved and assumethat sediment flux in rivers is proportional
the classificationof stream order by introducinga more to the square of the discharge.
The dependenceof sediment flux on dischargeis not
stringent test for models.
In this paper we investigatea model of landform evo- the same as the dependenceof diffusivity on discharge,
lution with topographicevolution by geomorphicpro- however, because it is the sediment flux per unit chancessesparameterized with the diffusion equation. The nel width that determines the diffusivity to be used in
model we propose reproduces the observed statistical the the landform evolution equation. Since the width
behavior of both topography and river networks. The of a river is proportional to the squareroot of the disdiffusionequationmodelsthe relaxationof topographic charge[Leopoldet al., 1964],the diffusivityof a channel
variations by transport-limited overland and channel is proportional
to Q2/wocQ2/Q«ocQ•. Therefore,
flow. In section 2 we show that diffusivity is propor- in our model we will have a constant diffusivity on hilltional to river dischargeto the three-halves power. It
slopesand a diffusivity proportional to the three-halves
is this dependenceon discharge,itself dependenton the power of dischargein channels:
basin morphology,that givesrise to a complexunstable
behavior from such a simple model. Our first analysis
0.14
of the model will parameterize the diffusivity as a func0.12
tion of elevation and perform a Taylor expansionretaining the spatial variability of diffusivity to first order in

the elevation.A nonlinea•partialdifferential
equation
is derived and solved which reproducesthe hypsometry and power spectral behavior of real topography. In
section 4, numerical simulations are performed which
explicitly include river networks and calculate the discharge at every point. Realistic river networks and topography are generated.

2. Dependence of Diffusivity
on Discharge
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Figure 1. Probability density function of the sediOur modelconsistsof applyingCulling's[1960,1963] ment rating curve exponents b for all 470 stations with

classicdiffusion model of hillslope evolution to the hill- more than 30 measurements from the USGS National
slopes in our model. For channels, we will also as- StreamWater-QualityMonitoringNetworks[U.S. Gesume that sediment flux is proportional to slope as in ologicalSurvey,1996]. The mean valueof b is 2.03.
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headwardgrowthis supportedby field studies[Patton
and Schumm,1975;Beginand Schumm,1979]. It was
alsousedin the modelof Willgoose
et al. [1991].Hillslope grid points becomechannelsif they have a neighboring point that is a channel. The rate of channel
advancement has been observedto be proportional to

104

A«. In ourmodel,
therefore,
channels
growwitha rate
proportional
to A« whenthedrainage
areaexceeds
a
threshold

value.
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3. Approximate Solution
of the Model Equation

I

101 102 103 104 105

Dischargewithin a singlebasinis a functionof basin
relief, the difference in elevation between the highest
Figure 2. Relationshipbetweenaveragedischargeand point in the basin and the point where the dischargeis
drainage area for 672 hydrologicmonitoring stations measured. In first-order streams the dischargeis very
in the Mississippi River basin. Data from Slack and small compared to lowland rivers. In this section we
Landwehr[1992].
parameterizethe dischargeas a function of elevationto
obtain a single differential equation for the local ele-

A (km
2)

Oh

O-•= V. [o(q)v•]

(2)

whereD isconstant
if thesiteisa hillslope
andD ocQ•
if the site is a channel.

In order to solve(3) it is necessaryto parameterize
dischargein terms of the morphologyof the basin. Dischargeis principally a function of drainagebasin area.
It is often assumedthat dischargeand area are proportional [Rodriguez-Iturbe
et al., 1992]. In order to test
this assumptionwe have plotted data for dischargeand
contributing area for 672 hydrologicmonitoringstations
in the MississppiRiver basinof the U.S. GeologicalSur-

vey usingthe Hydro-ClimaticData Network[Slackand
Landwehr,1992]. The resultsare presentedin Figure
2. The data indicate that Q oc A. A different relation was found in the data set of Mulder and Syvitski

vation in spaceand time, h(x, y,t). This approachis
only approximate, however,sincethere is not a one-toone correspondence
betweendischargeand relief, only a
generaltrend for rivers of large dischargeto be in low-

lands. An exactsolutionto the modelequation(3) will
requirethat the contributingarea be calculatedfor each
point in the basin exactly. This will be done in section
4.

The treatment

in this section allows us to make a

connectionbetween(3) and an equationintroducedin
the physicsliterature for which the statistics of the solutions are well known. The solutionsto this equation
are found to have a hypsometry and power spectrumin
agreementwith real topography dominated by fluvial
erosional processes.
In section 4 we will present the results of morphometric analyses of river networks. We will show the
drainage area to be a power function with exponents
between 3 and 5 of the basin relief, h- hmax, where h

[1996]usingriver basinsfrom aroundthe world. They
foundQa,oc Aø'74. The variationfrom linearitythat is the elevation of the outlet and hmax is the maximum
Mulder and Syvitski[1996]observedmay be a resultof elevation of the basin. Since the diffusivity is defined

including data from both arid and humid regions. In
a uniform humid, midlatitude climate such as in the
Mississippi River basin, a proportional relationship is
obtained. The model equation as a function of area is
then

D oc(h- hmax)"

Oh

= v.

(3)

whereD - Dh if thesiteis a hillslope
andD ocQ« DcA] if thesiteis a channel
andwhereDh andDc are
positive constants. This model is equivalent to that of

Willgooseet al. [1991]for the particularvaluesmx 3/2 and n• - 1 in their equations.
One simple way to model growth of the network is
to start

a simulation

to be proportional to drainage area to the three-halves
power, the dependenceof the diffusivity on relief is also
a power law with exponent a:

with

one or more

small

chan-

(4)

We will make a linear approximation to this power law
relationship: D • Do- Dlh, where Do and Dx are positive constants,to keep only the leading-ordernonlinear
term in the resulting erosionequation.
The diffusion equation with spatially variable diffusivity is
Oh
ot

= v.
OD

= (n)vn + (vn)

nels draining to the border of the lattice and to extend the channel from these locations at a given rate
when the area drained by the grid point, a proxy for The diffusivity must be kept inside the gradient term
discharge,exceedsa given threshold. Sucha model of since it is not a constant.
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Substituting(4) into (5) andkeepingonlyfirst-order one, e - erDa/Do is a nondimensional
parameterthat
terms in h gives
Oh

quantifies the strength of the nonlinear term, and er
is the standard deviation of the original noiseterm in

(1). The surfacegeneratedby this equationreachesa
steady state balancebetweenthe smoothingeffectsof
The twotermsonthe rightsideof (6) havea markedly diffusionand the tougheningeffectsof the nonlinearand
ot

=

_

differenteffectontheevolution
of thehypsometry
ofthe noise terms. In that steady state condition, the surface
topography
[Barabasi
andStanley,1995].Thediffusion has linear transects that have power law power specThis can be concluded
term maintainsthe form of the hypsometriccurveasthe tra with an exponent of-1.8.
topographyis eroded. In contrast,the nonlinearterm by relating the Hansdorff measure reported by Amar
erodesmaterialwherethe slopeis largeleadingto a and Family [1989]for the KPZ model, Ha = 0.40, to
skewed
hypsometry
witha largerfractionoftopography the one-dimensionalpowerspectralexponent/3through
in lowlands. The effect of the two terms are illustrated the relation/3- 2Ha + 1 [e.g.,Turcotte,1992].It is not
by Figures5.4and6.2of Barabasi
andStanley[1995]. clear whether there is a value of e low enoughfor this
In orderto modelepisodicerosionand deposition, result to be no longervalid sinceit takes longerfor the
we will add a Gaussianwhitenoiseterm to (6). The surfaceto acheivea steadystate conditionas e goesto
result is the KPZ equation(1). There is abundant zero. However,Amar and Family [1989]foundno eviempiricalevidencethat spattallyand temporallyvari- dencefor a transition as they lowered e and found selfable erosionrates are universalovera wide rangeof alline behavior with/3 = 1.8 even for small valuesof e;
timescalesand length scales. Much of the sediment e must still be finite, however,for the resultingsurface
carriedaway in rivers is carried away in intermittent to be self-alline. Equation (1) without the nonlinear
storms whose occurrence can best be described statis- termis knownasthe Edwards-Wilkinson
equation[Edtically. An exampleof this intermittencyis the time wardsand Wilkinson,1982]. The Edwards-Wilkinson
series of sediment load in the Santa Clara River. The

equation is not self-affine in three dimensions. A re-

modelsof surfacegrowthmodels
sedimentload of the SantaClara wascarefullymoni- viewof scale-invariant
hasbeengivenby Krug[1997].
A cellularautomatonmodel,the restrictedsolid-onsedimentyield carriedby the river wastransportedin
onlythreelargefloodstotaling7 days[Millimanand solid(RSOS) model,has beendevelopedby Kim and
$yvitski,1992]. Similarlargeburstsof sedimenttrans- Kosterlitz[1989]with rulesthat mimicthe termsin the
tored for a period of 18 years. Over half of the total

port are evidentin the sedimenttransporttime seriesof

KPZ equation. We have performed simulationsof this

PlotnickandPrestegaard
[1993]on timescales
of hours. model in order to verify the finite differencesimulations
Many examplesof large floodswhich have resultedin of Amar and Family [1989]and to obtainthe hypsommajor landscape modification have been documented

in the geologicrecord[Bretz,1969;Meyer and Nash,
1983; Ager, 1993]. Spattallyand temporallyvariable
erosionrates havebeen documented
overa varietyof
spatialand temporalscalesand geomorphological
set-

etry of the KPZ equation. The reasonwhy this approach is preferableto solvingthe KPZ equationdirectly by finite differencingis that it is muchquickerto
simulatesincein the finite differencescheme,very small
time stepsare requiredto maintainnumericalstability.

tings[Luk,1982;Omni,1982;Schmidt,
1985].A steady For this reason, the RSOS model and similar discrete
state competitionbetweenepisodicerosionand depo- modelshave been developedto mimic the terms in the
sition and subsequent
relaxationof the landscapehas KPZ equation.The RSOSmodelis particularlyuseful
beenarguedto be the essential
dynamicof landscape for solvingthe KPZ equationin three dimensionssince
evolution
[WolmanandGetson,
1978].A modelof!and- this is the dimensionwherethe strengthof the diffuscapeevolutionas a sequence
of epsodiceventsis consis- sionterm is closestto that of the rougheningterms and
tent with the age distributionsof rock avalanchesand the equation must be solvedvery carefully to obtain
sedimentary
sequences
[Grifflths,1993]. Theseobser- accurateresultsusingfinite differencing[Newmanand
vations suggestthat any model of landform evolution Bray, 1996]. Park and Kahng[1995]haveshownthat
must includestochasticspatial and temporal variabil- the RSOS modelis equivalentto the KPZ equationin
ity in erosion rates.
the continuumlimit. In the RSOS model, a site on a
The solutionto the KPZ equationis a self-affineor two-dimensionallattice of points is chosenat random.
fractal surfacewith linear transectsthat have power The height of the surfaceat that point is incremented
law powerspectrawith an exponent
of-1.8' S(k) oc by oneif the elevationat that point is greaterthan or

k-•'s [AmarandFamily,1989].In theirsimulations,equalto the elevationsof all of its four nearestneighAmar and Family[1989]nondimensionalized
the KPZ
equation to obtain
Oh
ot

bors.If thisrestrictionisnot satisfied,
nothinghappens.
This rule is repeateduntil a surfacewith a heightequal
to or greater than the linear dimension of the lattice is

=

+

+

y,t)

(z) generated. This model correspondsto the KPZ equa-

tion with a particular value of e. Periodicboundary
wherethe noiseterm, •/(x,y, t), nowhasa varianceof conditionsare used. Here we report the resultsof sim-
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tain the fractal

character

of the surface from that time

onward.

The topographyof Earth's surfaceis skewedsuchthat
a much larger percentageof Earth's topographyis lowlands and there is a positive correlation between elevation and slope. This skew can be associatedwith the

nonlinear term in (3). If only the diffusionterm were
present, the resulting topography would have a Gaussian distribution. This is because any linear transformation of a function with a Gaussian distribution, such

as the noiseterm in (1), resultsin a function with a
Gaussian distribution. The probability density func-

Figure 3. Shadedreliefimageof topographyproduced tion (pdf) of elevationsproducedby the RSOS model
with the restrictedsolid-on-solid(RSOS) model.
is presentedin Figure 5a. The pdf was computedusing
the surfacesgenerated from 10 simulation runs. The
pdf's for individual runs were the sameexcept for small
ulationsof this modelperformedon a 256 x 256 lattice. random variations resulting from the finite length of
Other lattice sizesyieldedsimilarresults.A shadedre- the simulations. The observedpdf is not Gaussian but

lief imageof an exampleof a surfacegenerated
with this is skewed such that the most probable elevation is bemodel is shown in Figure 3. The averagepower spec- low the mean elevation of the landscape; that is, more

trum, estimatedas the squareof the coefficients
of the of the total landscape area is represented by lowlands
fast Fourier transform, of linear transectsof this sur- than highlands. The distribution is not smooth be-

faceis presentedin Figure4. The powerspectrumof cause of the discrete nature of the model. The probeachrow of the lattice wascomputedand then averaged ability distributions for the Kentucky and Mississippi
with the powerspectraof all otherrowsin orderto ob- River basinsare givenin Figures5b and 5c, respectively.

tain the averagepowerspectrum.A goodmatchwith The ETOP05 data set [Loughridge,
1986]wasusedto

the powerspectrum$(k) or k-•'8•, indicatedby the compute the hypsometry of the MississippiRiver basin
straightline, is obtained. This powerspectrumagrees andthe USGS 1ø digitalelevationmodels(DEMs) [U.S.
Geological
Survey,1990]wereusedto computethe hyption of Amar andFamily[1989].This powerspectrumis sometry of the Kentucky River basin. Both hypsomewith the finite difference calculation of the KPZ equa-

closeto the spectrum$(k) ork-2 observed
in erosional tries exhibit skew toward lower elevations. This skew is
topographyby Huangand Turcotte[1989]and others. directly comparableto the skewin the RSOS topograThe power spectral behavior observedin real topography is independentof the age of the topography(time
sincesignificantuplift occurred)and the initial relief
followingtectonic uplift. For instance,young, rough
mountainranges,suchasthe RockyMountains,exhibit
the samepower spectral exponentor fractal dimension
as smoothmountainranges,suchas the Appalachians.
Similarly, in the RSOS model a steady state condition
is acheivedonce a rough surfaceis produced. In the
steadystate conditionthe smoothingeffectsof the diffusionterm are balancedby the rougheningeffects,and
the powerspectralbehavioris independentof time. A
rougherlandscape,definedas a largervarianceper unit

wavelength,
canbeproduced
byincreasing
theratioof

phy and can be associatedwith the nonlinear term.

Figures 6a-6c shows the cumulative percentage of
area larger than a given area computed by Harrison et

al. [1983]usingthe ETOP05dataset[Loughridge,
1986]
for the continentsof Africa, North America, and South

lO3
lO2

lO

1

the variance of the stochastic term to the diffusion con-

stant. Roughertopographyhas a largerpowerspectral
density. However,the power spectralexponent,which
quantifiesthe relative amplitudeof topographyat different wavelengths,is the same for rough or smooth
topography.Changingthe diffusionconstantdoesnot
affect the fractal character of the topography or the

lO0
10-1
1

10

100

k

-1.8 exponent. The steadystate conditionis achieved Figure 4. Averagepower spectrum$ as a function of
independentof the initial conditionsof the simulation. wave number k for one-dimensional transects of the surFor instance,the simulationcanbe initiated with a self- face generatedwith the RSOS model. A least squares
affinesurfacewith $(k) or k-•'8. The erosionof the fit to the logarithmsof the ordinate and abscissayield
that $(k) ork-•'8•.
surfaceby the rulesof the RSOS modelwill then main- a slopeof -1.81, indicating
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metric curvesappear to approacha skewedlognormal
distribution as the age sincesignificantuplift increases.
Of the three continents,Africa hasexperiencedthe least
neotectonicuplift. South America has experiencedthe
most. The hyposmetryof Africa matchesa lognormal
distribution more closelythan South America where the
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America, with a least squaresfit to a lognormal distribution. The hypsometriccurvespresentedin the inde-
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0.2
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Allthree
exhibit
a significant skewsuchthat lowlands(topographybelow the
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Figure 5. (a) Probabilitydensityfunctionof elevations
of the surface(hypsometry)producedby the RSOS
model. (b) Probability densityfunction of the Kentucky River basin. (c) Probabilitydensityfunctionof
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Figure 6. Cumulativehypsometriccurves(dots), the
fraction of area above an elevation normalized by the
maximumelevation,for (a) Africa, (b) North America,
and (c) South America, from the data of Harrison et

al. [1983].The line accompanying
eachplot is the least
pendentstudyof Cogley[1985]are similarto thosepre- squares fit to a lognormal distribution for each contisentedby Harrisonet al. [1983].The calculatedhypso- nent.
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Figure 7. Drainage
networks
analyzed:
(a) Kumaun,
(b)loess
plateau,
Shanxi
Province,
(c) Schoharie
Creek,(d) Nepal,(e) KentuckyRiver,(f) Mississippi
River,and(g)Bhutan.
presenceof the relatively young Andes mountainsre- this improvement, river networks can be incorporated
sults in a significantdeviationfrom a lognormaldis- in the simulations. There are several power law relatribution. This suggests
that continentalhypsometric tionshipsbetweenthe morphologiccomponentsof river
curvesapproacha lognormaldistribution as erosionhas basins. Some of these components are based on the
more time to act on the landscape.
Strahler ordering scheme.A partial list of the observed
morphologicalrelations in natural river networksis as
follows:
4. River
Networks

1. Horton [1945]definedthreeratiosRs, RL, and RA
The objective of this section is to incorporate river to be the ratio betweenthe number,averagelength,and
networksinto (3). In section3, low elevationshad a averagedrainage area from the streamsof one order to
greater diffusivity than higher elevationsbut an equal those of the next lowest order. He found this ratio to be
value for equal elevations.In this sectionthe diffusivity a constant for all stream orders. The fractal dimension
is calculated exactly for each point by computingthe of river networksis definedas D = logRs / logRL.
flow draining into each pixel in the landscape. With
2. An improved
classification
scheme
leading
to a
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relation similar to Horton's laws has been developed

by Tokunaga[1984]and Peckham[1995].They defined
matrix elementsTo,• as the numberof sidetributaries

Q o•A, thisyields
S o•A-«. Therelationship
S o•A-«
has been reported in studies by Rodriguez-Iturbe et al.

[1992].
The fractal properties of river networks have been
reviewed by many authors including La Barbera and

I

I

i

lO5

of order k of streams of order o. Natural river networks

satisfythe constraintthat To,o-• is constantfor all o.
The classicDLA growth model satisfiesthis property
[Ossadnik,1992].
3. Hack [1957]foundthat the lengthof a main channel scaleswith the drainage area accordingto power
law: L cx: A q. He reported values of q • 0.6 for
two river basins. Gray [1961]obtaineda valueof 0.57,
and Mueller [1973]obtained0.55. Other morphometric
analysesbased on hundreds of river basins, however,
have found no significantdeviationfrom 0.5 [Montgomeryand Dietrich, 1992;Mulder and Syvitski,1996].
4. Along-channelslope is a power law function of
--0 5
dischargewith an exponentcloseto -0.5: $ o• Qav'
[Carlston,1968]. Togetherwith the assumptionthat
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Figure 8. Plot of averagenumber of streams N of
a given Strahler order as a function of the average
drainagearea A for that Strahler order for eachof the
seven river basins. The plots are offset from or.e another so that they may be placed on the same graph.
The plots correspond,from top to bottom, to the river
basinsin Figures 7a-7g, respectively.The data indicate
that N • A -•.

Rosso[1989], Beer and Borgas[1993], Nikora [1994],
and Maritan et al. [1996]. Moussa[1997]has argued Survey,1990]. The MississippiRiver basinwaschosen
that river basins are a fractal Sierpinski space.
In order to better characterize the morphometric relations betweendrainagebasincomponentswe have carried out river network extraction and analyseson seven
basins from a variety of tectonic environments using
high-quality digital elevation models. Four river networks were chosenfrom the composite DEM of Field-

so that a large basin was represented.The Mississippi
wasextractedfrom the ETOP05 data set [Loughridge,
1986]. The sevenbasinsare plotted in Figure 7. The
river network extraction and analyseswere carried out
down to the pixel size of the DEM and only rivers with
Strahler orderslarger than three were plotted so that
the network can be identified.

The river network ex-

ing et al. [1994].This data set has80 m resolutionand traction and analyseswere carried out with RiverTools
1.01 (S.D. Peckham,electronicsoftwareavailableat

doesnot rely on the interpolation of contourlines. Such
interpolation, as is done in the USGS 1ø DEMs, may
lead to biased slope estimates. Three of these basins
are located along the Himalayan front in Nepal, Kumaun, and Bhutan. The fourth is located in the Shanxi
Province, China, and is formed in loess. This basin has
an unusally ordered shape characterizedby a high degree of symmetry and unusuallystraight valleys. The
remainingthree networksare locatedin North America.
The Kentucky River basin and SchoharieCreek basin

/ / cires.
color
ado.edu/people/peckham.scott
/ RT.html).
The analyseswe carried out enable us to identify
five independentmorphologicrelationshipsbetweensix
components. The results are shownin Figures 8-12
and are summarized in Table 1.

The six morpho-

metric componentsare stream number of a particular
Strahler order N, Strahler order o, main channellength
L, drainagearea A, basinrelief R, and along-channel
slope $. The relationshipsbetweenthe variablesare
were extractedfrom USGS 1ø DEMs [U.S. Geologicaldefined as

N o• Ap
L cx:Aq
$ o,:.A"
R o• A •
A o• R•

Table 1. Summary of Resultsof River Network
Analyses
Relation

N o• Ap
L o• A q
5' o• A r
R o• A s

A cx:R•
To•u k
RB
R•;

Observed

Value

p • -0.99 to -0.95
q • 0.5-0.55
s•

r • -0.37
0.20 to 0.35

RA • 10ø'aT• 4.6
u•

2.5
4.6
2.2

Model

Value

p • -0.95
q • 0.5-0.6
s•

r • -0.37
0.30-0.35

R•4• 10ø'aT• 4.6
u•2.5
4.6
2.3

(8)
(9)
(11)
(12)

wherep, q, r, and s are arbitrary powers. The exponent

o in (13) is the Strahlerorder.
Figure 8 presents the total number of streams of a
given Strahler order as a function of the averagebasin
area for that Strahler

order for each of the seven basins.

The order of plots in Figures 8-13 is, from top to bot-
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tom, the Kumaun basin,the Loessplateau of the Shanxi
Province, SchoharieCreek, the Nepal basin, the Kentucky River basin, the MississippiRiver basin,and the
Bhutan river basin. The plots are offsetso that they
may be placed on the same graph. Figure 8 indicates
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Figure 9. Plot of average main channel length L
of a given Strahler order as a function of the average
drainage area A for that Strahler order for each of the
seven river basins. The plots are offset from one another so that they may be placed on the same graph.
The plots correspond,from top to bottom, to the river
basinsin Figures 7a-7g, respectively.The data indicate
that L • A q with q .•. 0.5-0.55.

I

Figure 11. Plot of averagebasin relief R for a given
Strahler order as a function of the averagedrainagearea
A for that

Strahler

order for each of the seven river

basins. The plots are offset from one another so that
they may be placedon the samegraph. The plots correspond,from top to bottom, to the river basinsin Figures
7a-7g, respectively. The data indicate that R • A -s
with s ranging from 0.20 to 0.35.

erable debate about whether q approaches0.5 exactly or
whether there is a significantdeviation. The reasonfor

the debateis that if q ?• 1/2, thenthis may represent
a deviation from self-similarity[Ijjasz-Vasquezet al.,
1993]. Our analysesexhibit a variationin q from basin

that N is approximatelyproportionalto A-•, indicat- to basin that is roughly equal to the previouslyreported
ing that p .•. -1.
deviationsfrom 1/2. Thereforewe cannotdefinitively
Figure 9 presentsthe relationshipbetweenL and A. concludewhetherq differsfrom 1/2 in river basinsas a
The plots indicate that q • 0.5. There has been consid- general rule.
Figure 10 indicates that r • -0.37. This is inconsis-

tentwithprevious
studies
thathavereported
$ ocA-«
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Figure 10. Plot of average along-channelslope $
of a given Strahler order as a functionof the average
drainage area A for that Strahler order for each of the Figure 12. Plot of averagebasin area A of a given

seven river basins. The plots are offset from one an-

2

10

Strahler order as a function of the Strahler order o for

other so that they may be placed on the samegraph. eachof the sevenriver basins.Note the log-linearscale.
The plots correspond,from top to bottom, to the river The plots are offsetfrom one anothersothat they may
basinsin Figures 7a-7g, respectively.The data indicate be placed on the same graph. The data indicate that
that $ • A -ø'a7.
RA is constantand equalto • 100'67• 4.6.
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slope-area relationships. Although no exponentswere
obtained, the trqnds of their data follow a power law
relationship with exponent significantly greater than

- 1/2 (i.e., closerto -0.37).
Plotted in Figure 11 are the relationshipsbetweenrelief R and area A. A range of valuesis observedbetween

0.48

s .• 0.20 and s •

100

0.34
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0.35.

The relationship between basin area and Strahler order o is plotted in Figure 12. In Figure 12, area is

on a logarithmic(base10) scale,while Strahler
0.39 plotted
order is plotted on a linear scale. The slopes are ob-

10-5

served to be • 0.67. Thus the Horton ratio R• is equal
1

3

5

7

9

k

to 10ø'47• 4.6.Using
theothermorphometric
relations,
we can estimate R• a•d Rs as 2.2 a•d 4.6, respectively.

The result of Tokunagaside-branchingstatisticalanalyses
for the sevendrainage basinsis presentedin Figure
the Strahler order k for each of the seven river basins.
Notethe log-linearscale.The plotsareoffsetfromone 13. In this ordering scheme,matrix elementsTo,• are

Figure 13. Plotof theTokunaga
ratioTk a functionof

anothersothat they maybe placedon the samegraph.
The dataindicatethat T• o(un with u • 10ø'4ø• 2.5.

defined to be the number

order

k of streams

of side tributaries

of Strahler

order

o.

of Strahler

Natural

river

networkssatisfy the constraintthat To,o-• is constant
for all o. We have determined T• by averagingthe vales
[Tarbotonet al., 1989]. Tarbotonet al. [1989]carried of To,o-• over o:
out analyseson two river basins with 3 orders of magnitude of area in the analyses. Given that our analyses were carried

out on several basins with

5 orders of

'magnitude
of areawith a high-qualityDEM, we propose that r • -0.37 is a more reliable estimate. This
conclusionappears to be consistentwith the data of

n-k

o--1

Figure 13 plotsT• on a logarithmic(base10) scaleas a
function of k on a linear scale. The plots indicate that

MontgomeryandDietrich [1988],whopresentedsimilar T• o( u• whereu is estimatedto be 100'40• 2.5.

Figure 14. Grayscale
plotoftheelevation
ofthemodelrivernetworkwhen(a) 1/8, (b) 1/4,
(c) 1/2, and (d) all of the gridpointsof the 64 x 64 latticehas becomechannelized.
The
elevationsare mappedto brightnessscalewith a gammafunctionwith a coefficientof 2.0.
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Figure 15. Model river networksproducedafter all of the grid pointshavebecomechannels.
The width of the river is proportional to its order.
(a) The fully deterministicmodel.

(b) A modelrun wherethe diffusivity
isallowed
to havea stochastic
variation
witha standard
deviation

10% of the mean.

resultingmodelriver networkswill be analyzedin the

64 gridpointsandthe equationwasdiscretized
in space
and time. Integration in time utilized the predictor-

samemanner as the real river networksanalyzed above.

corrector method which varies the time step to ensure

Equation(4) wassimulatedon a squarelatticeof 64 x

stability. The initial conditionwasan elevationof 1.0

We nowconsiderthe numericalsimulationof (3). The
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Figure 16. Plot of average number of streams N
of a given Strahler order as a function of the average
drainage area A for that Strahler order for three model
river basins. The plots are offset from one another so
that they may be placed on the same graph. The plots
correspond, from top to bottom, to the model river

Figure 18. Plot of averagealong-channelslope $
of a given Strahler order as a functionof the average
drainagearea A for that Strahler order for eachof the
three model river basins. The plots are in the same or-

der as Figure17. The dataindicatethat $ • A-ø's?,
the same relationship observedin real river basins.

basins produced with a deterministic 64 x 64 model run

until all of the grid points were channels,a deterministic 64 x 64 model run until 50% of the grid pointswere
channels,and a 64 x 64 modelwith small(10%) stochas- nearest neighbors. If a grid point was moved down less
tic varaitions in the diffusivity run until all of the grid than its neighborssuch that it no longer was the lowpointswerechannels.The data indicatethat N • A -z, est neighboringgrid point for one of its neighbors,the
similar to that observed for real river networks.
contributing area of eachgrid point downhill of the old
drainagepath was decrementedby one and the contributing area of each grid point downhillof the new
plus a small random noiseon every point of lattice ex- drainagepath was incrementedby one. The threshcept for the upper left cornerwhich was moveddown to old drainagearea for channelgrowth was zero so that
eventuallyall of the grid points in the model become
0.0 at t-0 and fixed at zero for the entire calculation.
The curvature at all of the edgeswasfixed to be zero ex- channelized.
Figures14a-14dplotsthe elevations
of the modelsurcept for the upper left cornerwhich was unconstrained.
face
at
four
times.
The
surface
elevations
are mapped
The contributing area at each point was continuously
with
a
brightness
scale
with
a
gamma
function
with a
updated. Each grid point drained to the lowestof its
coefficient of 2.0. The four times correspondto those

where1/8 (Figure14a),1/4 (Figure14b),1/2 (Figure
lO3
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Figure 17. Plot of averagemain channellengthL
A
of a givenStrahlerorderas a functionof the average
drainage
areaA for that Strahlerorderfor eachof the Figure 19. Plot of averagebasin relief R for a given
three model river basins. The plots are in the same Strahler order as a function of the averagedrainagearea

orderas Figure16. The data indicatethat L • Aq
with q .• 0.5-0.6,similarto that observed
for realriver
networks.

A for that Strahler order for each of the three model
river basins. The data indicate that R .• A -s with

s •0.3, consistent with observations.
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unstable, resulting in an irregular shape which grows

102

over time.

In Figure 15a the river network correspondingto the
surfaceof Figure 14d is presented. In this plot the river
width is made equal to the Strahler order sothat thicker
rivers indicate those that drain more area. In Figure
15b, the river network created with the same parameters as Figure 15a is given but with some stochastic
variability included in the sediment transport. For each

pixel and eachtime step a factor (1 + 0.1•) wasmultiplied times Ah, where V is a Gaussianwhite noisewith
mean zero and standard deviation of one. As previously
argued, spatial and temporal variations in erodibility
are a universal feature of landscape evolution. The
purpose of including this stochastic variability was to
determine its effect, if any, on the morphology of the
basin.

Figures 16-21 are plots of the morphologic relationships correspondingto those for real river basins presented in Figure 8-13. In these plots, three river basins
are analyzed. The results for the deterministic simulation given in Figure 14d are presentedas the top plot.
The middle line representsthe results of morphometric
analyseson the partially developedriver basin of Figure
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Figure 21. Plot of the Tokunaga ratio Tk a function
of the Strahler

order k for each of the three model river

basins. Note the log-linear scale. The data indicate

that Tk ocu• with u • 100'4• 2.5.

The probability densityfunctionof the modelbasinof
Figure 15a is presentedin Figure22. As observedin the

KentuckyandMississippi
Riverbasins,the hypsometry
is skewedsuchthat the most probableelevationis lower

than the medianelevation.The evolutionof the hypsometriccurve(cumulativedistributionfunction)for the
in Figure 15b are presented as the bottom line. The modelbasinsof Figure 14a-14dis shownin Figure 23
results of the morphometric analyseson the real and as the top to bottom lines, respectively.A closesim14c. The results

model

of the stochastic

river basins are summarized

river basin illustrated

in Table

ilarity exists between this sequenceand the evolution

1.

The same scalingrelations are observedfor the three
model river basins, suggestingthat the scalinglaws we
have identified are satisfiedby river basinscontinuously
as they evolve by headward growth and that they are
satisfiedeven in the presenceof heterogeneouserodibil-

observedin real basins.For example,the hypsometric
curvesobserved
overtime at Perth Amboy,NewJersey,
by $chumm[1956]are quitesimilarto thoseof Figure
23. Both the real andmodelbasinsbeginwith a nearly
constant surfaceequal to the maximum elevation of the

ity and/or runoff. Closeagreementbetweenmodeland basin. As the channelsdissectthe basin,the hypsometric curve smoothsout. The basinsreach equilibrium
with a skewedpdf as evidencedby the fact that the

real river basins was observedfor all of the morphometric relationships.
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Figure 20. Plot of average basin area A of a given

0.0

0.2

0.4

normolized

0.6

0.8

1.0

elevotion

Strahler order as a function of the Strahler order o for
Figure 22. Probability density function of the model
each of the three model river basins. Note the log-linear river basinof Figure 17. The skewin this pdf is directly
scale. The data indicate that RA is constant and equal analagousto that of the Kentucky and MississippiRiver
to approximately10ø'75• 4.6, the samevalueobserved basinsof Figures5b and 5c, respectively,and can be asin real networks.
sociatedwith the dependenceof diffusivityon elevation.
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vation that channeland hillslopeadjustmentby sediment transport can often be modeled by the diffusion
equationwith a diffusivitydependenton discharge.The
dependence
of diffusivityon discharge
introducesa nonlinear term in the partial differentialequationfor land-

1.0

0.8

0.6

scape elevation which is responsiblefor the fractal nature of topographic transects and results in a charac-

teristic hypsometriccurve. The morphometricrelationshipsfor sevenriver basinshave been computedand
have been found to be remarkably universal. Model
drainagebasinshave morphologies
which closelyap-

0.2

proximate those observed in nature.

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.4
normalized

0.6

0.8

elevation

1.0

h

Figure23. Evolution
ofthehypsometric
curves
forthe
model river basin for the four instants

of time illustrated
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in Figure 14. Increasing time results in a smoother hyp-
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model and real hypsometriccurvesfall below 1/2 at a
normalizedelevationof 1/2. In contrast,a Gaussianor
any other symmetric distribution would have a median
elevationof h/hmax = 1/2.
In previouslystudied deterministicmodelsof alluvial
landform evolution, sediment flux has often been parameterized as a power law function of drainage area

Most of this work would not have been
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